AFTER   EVEREST
wards of eight beds each, was entirely inadequate for the
work it had to do. More out-patients were treated here
daily than at any other branch hospital, and as for the
in-patients, our Indian doctor had to requisition accom-
modation for them in half a dozen of the houses near by.
The result can be imagined—no medical mission could be
satisfied with such a state of affairs. But we had no funds
to make things better, and it went on and on from bad
to worse. The more efficient the doctor at Kundara, the
more inadequate the accommodation for his patients. At
last, only in 1934, the Boys' Brigade took it up, and
covenanted to build an adequate hospital at Kundara,
and to help us to run it at their expense. A large sloping
piece of land was acquired, only a furlong or two from
the old hospital, and now we have built two spacious wards
and an operating-room. Other buildings are going up,
and in a few years we expect it to be a fine hospital. By
April 1935, it was adequate for over fifty patients. It
was great to be able to say to the cases, of whom so many
in the past had to be sent to Neyyoor : " You want a big
operation, and we can do it here and now/' Those whom
we formerly marked down for Neyyoor very often burst
into tears, knowing that they could never afford to go
there. They went home, perhaps to die—almost certainly
to suffer under the maltreatment of the village vaittyan.
All that is changed now, for the Kundara Hospital carl
by this time hold, at a pinch, a hundred patients, though
its official number of beds is only fifty-two.
In the old days, a visit to Kundara meant seeing hun-
dreds of cases in the four or five days, and occasionally
clearing out the consulting-room to do operations there,
with an interested crowd at the windows. Whenever the
basin of water in which we washed our hands had to be
changed, it had to be thrown out of the window. This
species of water-fight was a grand game, and whilst help-
ing to keep the crowd under control, it used to add to
the gaiety of nations. Every now and then a roar of
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